Lilac Point Siamese C.S. – 16/08/14
Mrs Di Brown
A super show as always and a pleasure to be judging here with some really excellent
cats, my thanks to Barbie and her show team for the invitation. Doing Overall BIS
was a nice surprise and I was very torn between my final two cats, a magnificent red
point who is almost impossible to fault, - other than that he is very shy, and a
wonderful Oriental black of large but elegant proportions, who is also hard to fault.
The red took it on this occasion but it was very very close. Many thanks to my friend
Sylvia for her efforts as my steward, she was really excellent and I hope we can do it
again some time.
BREED CLASSES
Oriental Grand Champion
IMP – Miller’s GD CH PASHTAN RHAPSODY (OSH b) F 05/08/12. An elegant
and overall well balanced lady of very good type. Even medium length wedge with
very good top line, ears large and set to balance. Profile almost straight with firm
chin and level bite. Very good expression to eyes of oriental shape and setting, colour
could be marginally more vivid but there is quite a lot of green there. Well defined
neck and a long slender but weighty and firm toned body, whip tail to balance. Warm
rich Havana coat that is almost sound to roots, light tabby ghosting to limbs, good for
length and closeness and gleaming with condition. A little shy but handled well.
Excellently presented.
Siamese/Balinese Premier
Two lovely boys!
GD PC – Wroe’s CH & PR COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 21) MN
23/07/13. I love the type of this lad and he has such a strong and masculine feel to
him for a neuter. Super head, even and balanced with broad top and very large
flyaway ears set wide. Naughty expression to eyes, excellent for shape and set with
lovely deep sapphire blue colour. Straight strong profile with firm chin and level bite
– which he was very keen to show me, incidentally. Long well muscled body and
balancing tail. Excellent paler blue tabby points with very good bracelets and tail
rings, paw pads blue grey. Lightly shaded coat of short close texture. He does make
me laugh, he makes all sorts of threatening noises, but despite this he handles really
well. Excellently presented.
R – Janicki’s PR SHERMESE DIABLO ROSSO (SIA d) MN 12/07/13. A large
elegant lad, very well developed for 13 months, unlucky to be up against the
marginally better balanced boy today. Longer wedge with very good top of head and
large well flared ears set to follow. Almost straight profile – perhaps a tad overlong
in the nose, firm chin and level bit. Oriental eye shape and set, colour bright mid blue.
Excellent length and substance to body with long tail to balance. Attractive bright mid
red points, warm white coat with minimal shading to tone, coat length a texture short
and close. Rather shy and hiding under his blanket today. Excellently presented.

Tabby Point Neuter
BOB - Wroe’s CH & PR COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 21) MN 23/07/13
Balinese Adult
CC & BOB – Ross’ RIDESTAR RAPUNZEL (BAL k) F 11/09/13. A neat and tidy
Bali lady of overall good type. Shorter wedge with good width to top of head, ears
just about large enough but nice width to base and well furnished. Oval eye shape
setting good, colour bright mid blue. Profile almost straight with chin of good depth,
bite level. Medium length body with good weight for size, medium length limbs that
were quite dainty for this breed with neat well tufted paws, tail rather short for
balance. Blue-based caramel tortie points with some evidence of a brownish overtone,
particularly on the tail, well mingled on all points in a paler shade of apricot, purple
paw pads. Off-white coat with light brownish blue tortie shading to tone, coat length
very good for age with plume well furnished, texture very fine and silky. Very sweet
tempered and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Neuter
BOB - Janicki’s IMP GR PR SHERMESE JUSTTHETICKET (OSH o 25) MN
01/09/11 (See C.C. Report)
Oriental Longhair Female Neuter
PC & BOB – James’ FIROUSI MACSKA (OLH hs 11) FN 10/10/13. A young
OLH lady of overall good type who excels for coat pattern. Neat and well balanced
head, with good size well furnished ears well set. Oriental eye shape and set with
gentle expression and good clear green colour. Straight profile and firm chin with
level bite. Not the largest of ladies as yet but nice and weighty for size, tail to almost
balance. Coat shows light delicate dark chocolate shading right on the tips of the hair,
with a good amount of muted red tortie overlay, pale silver undercoat right up the
hair shaft. Coat length okay for age but plume could be a little better furnished,
texture very fine and silky. Lovely to handle and excellently presented.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Female Adult
1st - Brock’s UK OB IGDCH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f) F 04/08/07. I
do love this composed and beautiful lady, although she is beginning to show her age
a tad now with the eye colour not as deep as it was, her profile is not as straight either
and the muzzle is beginning to look quite square. Still quite a “tour de force” though
and handles beautifully.
2nd - Pryce’s INKHEART NEFERTITI (SIA o) F 11/08/13. A very young queen
who is more of a large kitten at present, though attractive for type, her points
colouring is excellent, and her short close coat completely unshaded. Excellent
temperament.
Non-Breeders Siamese (ex Lilac) Adult
1st – Miller’s MAFDET QUICKSILVER (SIA n 21) M 15/09/13. A gorgeous
young male with such style and overall balance. Love his head and he has the most
snooty expression with good depth of colour to his eyes. Has a well muscled and
masculine feel to his body. Handled perfectly

Best Eye Colour Adult
1st – Brock’s UK OB IGDCH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f) F 04/08/07.
Not quite the depth of blue she once had but still good.
2nd – Miller’s IGDCH – BARBECCO MIRANDA (OSH o) F 16/06/11. It was very
difficult to see the actual colour of her eyes today, she kept closing them in the hope I
would go away I think.
Zodiac Class – Virgo, Libra, Scorpio & Sagittarius Adult
1st – Ridgeway’s HARTZIE TOHAVEANDTOHOLD (SIA m 21) M 05/08/13.
This lad has excellent type and style but has some maturing to do. Super head and ear
set, eyes marginally straight set but very good for colour. Dark blue-based caramel
tabby markings with very good brownish overtones to tail rings, of which there are
many. Lightly shaded coat of good close texture. Excellent to handle.
Breeders Oriental SH Kitten
1st – Smith’s LORICHA MJOLNIR (OSH ns 25) MN 12/01/14. A well grown
kitten of very good type. Medium length wedge and good top with large very well set
ears. Good green eyes. Well covered body of very good length with tail to almost
balance. Black ticked coat with two bands of ticking and silver undercoat half way up
the hair shaft, length good, texture slightly silky. Excellent temperament.
2nd – Parson’s TRIUMPH ALCHEMIST (OSH d) MN 14/02/14. A great big lad
beautifully grown, overall type good and his eye colour is a good mid green. Rich red
coat with spotted ghosting as yet, but unfortunately he also has a large white Bikini
patch in the groin that is more than just a few white hairs. Excellent temperament.
3rd – Cherry’s CIATRA MAISAVIN GRACE (OSH b 22) F 16/12/13. Another
well grown kitten, has good type but her coat pattern is poor. None of the three key
elements of a Classic is very clear, butterfly almost non-existent, spine lines
beginning to break, the oysters are not complete, and overall the pattern is heavily
invaded with agouti hairs. Very good close coat texture though. Excellent to handle.
Debutante Kitten
1st – Jackson-Lee’s NIGHTQUEEN PARADISE (SIA p) F 19/02/14. Now this I
like very much, strong for a female and well balanced overall with excellent type.
Huge ears and wide top of head. Profile not quite so attractive at present with bump
to nose. Lovely points colour, soft rosy fawn and matching. A very poised and
confident young Miss.
2nd – Hargan’s WHALEYBUSH KILA-ELIXIR (SIA m) F 20/03/14. Overall type
okay but excels for points colour, it is beautifully developed for a kitten of this age
with good brownish overtones evident already. Eye colour needs to be a bit deeper.
Excellent to handle.
3rd – Parson’s TRIUMPH CUBAN SORCERER (OSH b) MN 14/02/14. A sweet
boy who is generally good for type, but his head is on the narrow side and he tends to
hold his ears high. Havana coat very dark and is rather unsound today. Good natured.
Spayed Female

1st – Collins’ ALEXSIAM KATMOSS (SIA d) FN 04/10/11. Overall a well
balanced female of good type and has good bright red points colouring. Eye colour
mid blue that could be a touch more intense in tone. Lightly shaded coat of very
good length and texture. A little shy, but very gentle and handled well.
CNH – Jones’ GDCH & GDPR JOHPAS AMY DAYDREAM (SIA f) FN
30/09/09. Something had really upset this beautiful girl and I nearly lost my thumb.
Having said that I had another attempt later in the day when I was doing BIS, and she
handled like a dream. That’s Siamese for you!
Non-Breeders A.C. Siamese Ex Lilac Neuter
1st - Wroe’s CH & PR COSITA BRUNO TONIOLI (SIA a 21) MN 23/07/13
2nd – Clayden’s CH & GD PR MAFDET MISTER TITAN (SIA m) MN 12/01/13.
A very attractive neuter boy, not the most masculine of chaps, but nevertheless is
balanced and stylish. Would just like eye colour to be a bit deeper. Fairly good
brownish overtones to blue-based points. Excellent to handle.
Limit Neuter
1st – Simpson’s SHERMESE LUTHER (OSH N) MN 01/06/13. What a super
Black neuter boy – excellent for type and wonderful for size and elegance, with a
body that keeps going and a tail that is actually long enough to balance. Short black
sound coat that is glossy and sleek. I kept saying where has he come from and why
have I not seen him before? Hope I see him again. Perfect temperament.
END OF REPORT

Chocolate Point Siamese C.C – 16/08/14
Siamese, Balinese or Oriental Imperial Grand Premier
O. – Janicki’s IMP GR PR SHERMESE JUSTTHETICKET (OSH o 25) MN
01/09/11. My gorgeous old friend with his wonderful ticked pattern, it was a pleasure
to give him this high award today. Strong and stylish head with excellent top and very
large open based ears set wide. Super profile with broad nose, deep chin and level
bite. Snooty expression to eyes, colour could be better but there is some green
evident. Long elegant and well toned body with tail to balance. Super ticked pattern
with four bands which is amazing given the shortness of the coat, and sound, with
virtually no barring to limbs and tail, excellent for length and texture, short sleek and
very close lying. Perfect temperament and presentation.
Oriental Grand Premier
IMP – Miller’s GD PR PASHTAN RIO GRANDE (OSH em) MN 05/08/12. A
stylish male neuter. Balanced medium length wedge with very good top of head and
large flared ears excellently set. Oriental eye shape and set with good expression,
colour a rather muddy toned green. Strong profile, firm chin lines up with the nose
tip, bite missing several incisors but looks reasonably level. Excellent muscle tone to
body for a neuter boy and very good for length, with whip tail to just about balance.
Rich warm apricot coat typically paler in tone on the head, sound on the body and
minimal for ghosting on the sides, excellent for length and texture. A friendly boy
excellently presented
Siamese/Balinese Premier Female
GD PC – Reed’s IMP GD CH & PR HELSBELS CHUTOCHEZ-LE (SIA d) FN
11/9/09. Super lady neuter, lovely type and excellent for points colour. Medium
length wedge with very good width to top, ears large and set to follow. Good profile,
firm chin with dear little beard, bite untidy but level-ish. Very good eye shape and set
with excellent expression and very good depth of colour. Good length to body –
perhaps a little comfortable, long limbs and tail. Super bright red points, medium
shading to warm white coat, that although a touch long, is fine in texture and
somehow managed to lie close to body. Excellent temperament and presentation. I
understand this makes her Grand today – many congratulations.
Balinese Kitten
1st & BOB – Ross’ DIBBERPUSS FALMAI (BAL n 21) F 13/01/14. A very well
grown baby of overall good type. Shorter wedge with good width to top of head and
good size ears for this breed that were nicely furnished and well set. Eyes very full in
shape which spoils her expression somewhat, better when she relaxes, colour bright
mid blue. Strong profile with broad nose, chin firm and bite level. Long weighty
body, medium length strong boned limbs with large well tufted paws, tail rather short
for balance. Dark seal tabby markings dramatically pencilled on all points with
distinct rings to tail, some light tonal shading to coat that is very promising for length
given her age, with a very well plumed tail for a kitten. Very shy but gentle and
handled well. Excellently presented,
Havana Adult

BOB - Miller’s CH PASHTAN RHAPSODY (OSH b) F 05/08/12 (See L.P.
Report)
Oriental Bicolour Neuter
BOB – Freemont’s PR LUNATORA CATCHMEIFYOUCAN (OAH ns 03 11)
MN 15/08/10. What a big lad, type good and he still retains elegance for all his size.
Longer wedge which could be a little finer in the muzzle, ears fairly large with good
width between and nicely set. Good eye shape albeit a touch full, super gooseberry
green in colour. Profile almost straight with good chin and level bite. Long weighty
body that seems to go on for ever, long tail to balance. Very good coat pattern, almost
two thirds white to colour in all the correct places, black silver ticked-based shading
to coloured areas, some tarnishing to the muzzle evident. Wonderful coat texture, so
short close and sleek. Excellent to handle and presented to perfection.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Senior Adult
1st - Brock’s UK OB IGDCH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f) F 04/08/07.
(See L.P. report)
2nd - Miller’s IGDCH – BARBECCO MIRANDA (OSH o) F 16/06/11. Such a big
strong girl of super type, hiding her qualities away as usual. She has the most amazing
coat for colour clarity and soundness, and the length and texture is also very good.
However, that slight lack of pigment on the nose leather is looking larger today,
which is a pity.
3rd - Miller’s CH PASHTAN RHAPSODY (OSH b) F 05/08/12
Siamese Breeders Kitten
1st – Parson’s TRIUMPH SPICE WIZARD (SIA em) MN 14/02/14. Well grown
but rather out of balance at present with medium length wedge that need more width
between his large ears. Eye colour on the pale side. Points not apricot but a rather
good shade of red. Needs to be re-registered.
Oriental Breeders Neuter
1st - Simpson’s SHERMESE LUTHER (OSH N) MN 01/06/13 (See L.P. report)
2nd - Miller’s GD PR PASHTAN RIO GRANDE (OSH em) MN 05/08/12
3rd - Freemont’s PR LUNATORA CATCHMEIFYOUCAN (OAH ns 03 11) MN
15/08/10
Radius Neuter
1st - Clayden’s CH & GD PR MAFDET MISTER TITAN (SIA m) MN 12/01/13
(See L.P. report)
2nd – Ridgeway’s GD PR HARTIZE BAXTER (SIA c) MN 24/06/12. An attractive
lad for type with good pale points colour and a minimally shaded coat that was rather
long and fine in texture today. A dear boy to handle.

3rd – Parson’s BELAMESE BLUE WIZARD (OSH a 24) MN 24/07/12. This boy
was very upset when we got to him so was handled to the minimum. Fairly good for
type but colour ambiguous, he has the appearance of a blue-based caramel rather then
blue, with colour very dark and brownish in tone, there is also minimal contrast
between spotting and ground. Lots of metallic sheen all over him and purple paws
pads too.
END OF REPORT

